Stay at Home April 13, 2020
Rain, Rain, RAIN Today!

Appealing to different interests:
MATH Anyone?
1. CONNECT FOUR GAME - See Attached sheet
2. UNO Math Game
 Separate out the number cards from the deck.
 Make two different piles of cards
o one with numbers 5 and below
o and the second pile includes all numbers 0-9
 The pile of numbers 5 and below will
be your cards for the “problem” and
the pile that includes larger cards, will be the answer pile.
o On a couple of post-it notes write an “addition” (+) sign on one and an equal (=) sign
on the other.
o Each player flips a card from the “problem” pile and places it down. Next place the
addition sign and then choose another card from the “problem” pile and then place
down the equal sign.
o Next the player chooses the correct answer from the answer pile of cards.
3. UNO Number Sequencing for more basic Math Skills
 Number Sequencing - Separate out Cards in same color 0-9 and have player(s) order the
cards in correct numerical sequence
 Color Match – separate out all the Number cards and have player(s) sort the cards by color
group, additional elements could be to name color and/or number for each card sorted in in
its color pile.
 Memory Game - Separate all the number cards to gather 8 or more sets of cards that match
in color and number, mix them up and place them face down. Then the player(s) turns over

cards trying to match the color and number on the card. If they do not match, turn them
both back facedown. And try again. Keep going until all the cards have been matched.

Any Budding Artists out there?
4. Intention Word Doodles
Materials recommended:
 Paper, smaller paper than a full-size sheet will make
this project more doable. So, half a regular size sheet
of paper or even better a quarter of a full-size sheet.
Even better if you have index cards with no lines.
 Colored pencils, markers, pens, pencil, eraser…
Directions:
1. Each person identifies an Intention Word to use in this project. A
word that can serve as a positive reminder or word that they like.
2. Next, they write out their word on the paper as LARGE as possible –
filling the paper as much as possible – good to use a pencil with this
so you can make changes, erase…
3. Then with a pencil again draw in your doodles all around the word –
filling the entire page. This why smaller can be better.
4. Lastly COLOR IT IN!

Harry Potter Fans?

5. Listen to the 1st Harry Potter Book read to you on Audible.com for FREE!
Harry Potter And The Philosopher’s Stone

Any specific requests for activities focused on particular interests let me know I will do my best.
pepi.diaz-salazar@ArcMH.org
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